Book 133

ROMAN CATHOICS VIS A VIS PROTESTANTS

ROOTS

- JEW HATRED

HATRED - STATE OF THE JEW

MOSHE SISELENDER
GHOST SUCH AS THE EBYONIM
JEWS ARIYANS PAGANS
BY DELIGITIMIZING THEM. BY
SLANDERING THEM. BY
CONCOCTING THE GEATEST
LIES ABOUT THEM. BY
DEHUMNAIZING THEM. BY
COMPARING THEM TO THE
DEVIL INCARNATE- THE ANTI-
CHRIST.
THEY HAVE OPENED UP THE
GATES OF HELL IN THIS WORLD
FOR THEM. THEY HAVE AGITATED TO HAVE THEIR OPPONENTS ROBBED RAPED EXILED AND KILLED. THEY HAVE AGITATED AND LED POGROMS THAT KILLED MILLIONS NAY BILLIONS OF THEIR OPPONENTS. BOTH ROMAN CATHOLICS EASTERN CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS HAVE KILLED MILLIONS OF EACH OTHER - THE
AGED THE BABIES CHILDREN MEN WOMEN. THEY NEVER DISCRIMINATED WHOM THEY WOULD KILL. THEY EVEN REVISED AND WROTE INTO THE NEW TESTAMENT WHATSOEVER DOVE TAILS WITH THEIR CONCOCTION OF WHAT GOD HIMSELF IS SUPPOSED TO BE. THEY CREATED GOD IN THEIR IMAGE.
WHEN A NEW CATHOLIC SYNOD TOOK OVER GOD GOT A FACE LIFT.

ONCE JESUS WAS TOTALLY SPIRITUAL. WHEN JESUS APPEARED IN THE FLESH IT WAS ONLY A MIRAGE. ONLY A MIRAGE WAS CRUCIFIED.

ANOTHER TIME HE WAS 100% PHYSICAL.

ANOTHER TIME THE FATHER SLIDES FROM ONE ROLE TO
ANOTHER. —FROM FATHER TO SON TO HOLY GHOST. THEN A NEW SYNOD ASCENDS THE THRONE OF ST. PETER THE VATICAN. JESUS BECOMES HALF GOD HALF MORTAL. THERE EXISY THREE SEPARATE ENTITIES. HOWEVER BY SOME MYSTERIOUS PROCESS THREE = ONE AND ONE = THREE.

MIND BOGGLING.
ONE MUST BELIEVE
OTHERWISE ONE GOES TO
HELL AND BURNS TO ETERNITY.
IF YOU QUERRY WHO EVER
RETURNED FROM THE OTHER
WORLD TO VERIFY?
THE CHURCH LET LOOSE HELL
ON THIS EARTH. THE
QUESTIONER WAS TORTURED
AND THEN BURNED AT THE
STAKE.
SO IT WAS FOR 1500 YEARS.
IF THE CHRISTIANS BEHAVE IN THIS MANNER TOWARD CHRISTIANS WHY SHOULD THEY BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY TOWARD JEWS?

THE HATRED AND VENOM HAS PASSED UNDER DIFFERENT GUISES.

THIS HATRED IS THE ROOTS OF THE HOLOCAUST.

THIS HATRED EXISTS TODAY IN OUR USA
THESE AGITATERS AND PEDDLERS OF HATE AND VENOM.

POSSIBLY TRINITARIANS HONESTLY BELIEVED THERE EXISTS GOD HIS SON JESUS AND HE HOLY GHOST.

POSSIBLY THEY REALLY BELIEVED IN THE TRINITY.
HOWEVER  PART OF THE THEOLOGY WAS TO CONVERT THE WHOLE WORLD.

THE GOAL WAS TO WIN A HEGEMONY AN EMPIRE OF BELIEVERS .

THEIR MISSION WAS TO SPREAD THE WORD OF GOD ACCORDING TO WHAT THEY THEMSELVES GOD SHOULD WANT. REGARDLESS IF GOD WANTS OR NOT GOD MUST
OBEY WHAT THE CHURCH ORDAINS.

ACCORDING TO POPE GREGORY THE GREAT WHO LIVED IN THE YEAR 500 AFTER THE COMMON ERA NEW CONVERTS WERE NOT TO BE FORCED. RATHER THEY MUST BE CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH AND DIVINITY OF THE GOSPEL. UNFORTUNATELY MANY OF THE SONS OF THE CHURCH

TO PREVENT THIS THE OFFICIALS TRY THE HALF MAN HALF GOD.
of the crucifixion was shifted to the Temple at Jerusalem.

They also combined the Jewish Bible in the mix.

THIS STRATEGY WAS BRILLIANT.

AND IT PROVED A WINNER. THEY WERE ABLE TO CONVERT HALF THE WORLD.

The Jews for not accepting Jesus as GOD
ARE PUNISHED TO HAVE THEIR Second Temple destroyed in the year 70 after the Common Era.

ALL THIS IS WRITTEN IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 500 YEARS AFTER THESE EVENTS OCCURRED.

NEVER MIND THAT THE Second temple had already been destroyed 160 years before Jesus was born.
No problem.

Forgery of documents presented no problem.
Certainly rewriting of history and forgetting of 160 years was no obstacle.

The opposition of the Ebyonim and the Jerusalem Church that existed for ten generations also was overcome.
The Ebyonim believed that Jesus was a Messiah whose mission was to raise an army of non Jews to defeat the Romans and rebuild the destroyed Second Temple.

Also to gain independence from Rome for the Jews.

Jesus was not the Son of God.
Jesus was the son of Mary and Joseph. He was married to Mary Magdelano.

Jesus was buried in a crypt in Jerusalem. This crypt was shared by Mary Magdelano, his father Joseph and his mother Mary.

This crypt was discovered by archeologists in Jerusalem, Israel in the 1970s.
However the fathers of the Trinitarian theology rewrote history. They adopted the generic theology of the Trinity that was accepted by all Mid Eastern Mystery religions. In that way they succeeded to convert the masses.

They also combined the Jewish Bible. This combination was the work of genius from their point of view. One must give
credit where credit is due. Giving credit does not mean that one accepts their theology nor the means that they used to achieve success.

Trinitarians to their credit eradicated from their theology the multitude of gods and goddesses.

Furthermore, by ENLARGING THE BELIEF IN GOD AND FASHIONING A COMPOUND
GOD having all three separate parts of the Trinity as God as additions and partners to God they unwittingly complied with Jewish law.

According To Judaism a NON JEW ONLY

BUT NOT A JEW

can believe that God is a compound of more than One
as long as they believe that God exists.

This is called in Hebrew Shutfos.

However, unfortunately Christians have never appreciated the acceptance by Judaism for the Trinity for Christians only. They wanted all Jews to convert to the Trinitarian theology.
The Jewish theology that there exists more than one ladder to reach God does not strike a chord in their mind set.

This theology existed in the past as well exists presently among all Christians who have missions to convert Jews. The reason is obviously that they are not secure in their faith unless they conquer the entire world. It is not so much
spreading their light as much as defeating squashing extinguishing the breath and culture of every one else.

It is the same as Hitler’s slogan of “duechland iber alles Germany over all”.

IT IS EITHER ALL OR NOTHING. THERE EXISTS NO ROOM FOR COMPROMISE.
THEY SUCCEEDED IN PUSHING THEIR THEOLOGY DOWN THE THROAT OF EUROPEANS FOR 1500 YEARS. UNTIL THE PROTESTANTS UNDER MARTIN LUTHER IN 1520 RIPPED APART THEIR HEGEMONY.

BLOODY WARS FOLLOWED. FROM 1530-UNTIL- 1650. MILLIONS FROM BOTH SIDES DIED.
NOT FOR THE HONOR OF JESUS GOD THE FATHER AND THE HOLY GHOST.

THE WARS AND SHEDDING OF THE BLOOD OF MILLIONS WERE FOUGHT

WHO WAS GOING TO HAVE THE POWER AND HEGEMONY - THE CATHOLICS OR THE PROTESTANTS?

THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH FOR A PERIOD OF 1000 YEARS
WERE SUCCESSFUL IN PRESERVING THEIR POWER BASE.

These church leaders erected an organization that imitated the organization of the emperors.

The Popes the cardinals the bishops the priest were a class of royalty that WERE HOLIER THAN the kings and the nobles. They were not held
accountable by civil authorities for any crimes they committed. Only Church authorities ultimately the Pope could legally judge them.

Winning of independent supervision was achieved after many centuries.

Not only did they have the right to judge themselves; but they had the right to pass judgment on the nobles' kings
and emperors. They retained the power to release the population from obeying the King. They only they conferred the King with Divine authority. They likewise had the power to remove this Divine authority. They could then enlist other kings to overthrow the sinning King and take over his kingdom. Certainly they had the power to
similarly punish any dissenting noble, which they exercised in many occasions.

They were of a higher being than mortals. They came from a different planet.

Nay they were loftier than any being in creation.

They were higher than the angels.
God created man in his image
The Church in Rome created GOD IN THEIR IMAGE.
They had the power to formulate the relationship of God and his Son Jesus and the Holy Ghost. They decreed that all three are separate. That Jesus was half human and half Divine. They decreed that Jesus was not entirely Divine. Neither was He entirely human.
Neither did the Father slide from one role as father to the role as Son and then to the role Holy Ghost.

Thus God himself is forced to assume the face crafted by the Church.

According to the history of Protestantism by James A. Wiley

the Roman Catholic Church instead of converting heathens
and pagans to the Trinity; converted the Trinity to paganism.

Examples. [1] praying to statutes and the cross.
[2] copying the ceremony of transubstantiation the Eucharest in substance and literally the words used from the pagans.
[3] praying to Saints and to Mary - instead to God.
[4] Enacting pagan gods as Saints AND PRAYING TO THEM. In that way those tribes whom they converted could still maintain their own Deity.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF the Catholic Church what ever they did is legitimate. Catholics when they invoke saints to intercede with God are not worse than Jews invoking TZADIKM SAINTLY SCHOLARS
LIVING OR DECEASED TO INTERVENE FOR THEM.
BEGINNING OF THE BIBLE SAMUEL I. STORY OF CHANNA AND COMMENTARY MALBIM.
OF COURSE PRAYING TO A STATUTE IS AGAINST JEWISH LAW.

HOWEVER CATHOLICS DO NOT OBSERVE JEWISH LAW. THEY CLAIM THAT THE PRAYER GOES BEYOND THE STATUTE TO GOD.
JEWS IN THE SINAI DESERT ALSO HAD IMAGES. THE CHERUBIM ON THE HOLY ARK WERE IMAGES OF A MALE AND FEMALE FACING EACH OTHER.

ALSO WHEN THE JEWS SINNED AND WERE PUNISHED BY SNAKES ATTACKING THEM MOSES MADE METAL SNAKE. THOSE JEWS WHO WERE BITTEN BY THE REAL SNAKES LOOKED
AT THE METAL SNAKE AND WERE CURED.

PROTESTANTS ANSWER IN THE CASE OF THE CHERIBIM ON TOP OF THE HOLY ARK THAT CONTAINED THE TEN COMMANDMENTS GOD ORDAINED TO BUILD THE CHERUBIM AND THE METAL SNAKE. THAT IS NOT THE CASE WITH CATHOLICS BRINGING STATUTES INTO THE CHURCH.
WHAT REALLY COUNTS HOWEVER IS DOES IT WORK OR NOT.
CATHOLICS CLAIMED THAT ALL THEIR INNOVATIONS MORAL OR NOT FORGERY LIES IMITATING PAGANS OR NOT WORKS.
ALL WHO CRITCIZED WERE AND ARE JEALOUS.
For a period of 1000 years the Roman Church used forgery to substantiate its claims.

Example the gift of Constantine. They claimed that Emperor CONSTANTINE GIFTED THE Roman Catholic Church with the entire Roman Empire. First shown by the Church 400 years after Constantine died.

Catholics claim that it is not a forgery. All kings and emperors
after Constantine accepted their claim. Otherwise, they would not have accepted that the Church exercise sovereign power in those territories they controlled. Thus the kings and emperors themselves gifted again these territories to the Church.

[2] The Isidore Papers a forgery First shown by the Church 400 years after the Papers were
allegedly composed. The Isidore papers were supposed to support all the pagan innovations that the Roman Catholic Church introduced. Never mind that the language used did not correspond to the dialect employed 400 years earlier. The monks who fabricated the Isadore Papers were not very learned. So what? Neither were the
common folks who were fooled by the forgery. The Church responds even if these papers were not of ancient times the Church always retains the power of innovation when they consider it critical to convert pagans.

The New Testament the version presently used was first written over 500 year since the death of Jesus. All earlier
versions were burned together with the individuals who espoused the earlier versions. As I have written in my earlier books 129 130 131 132

In 1850 anthropologist discovered in a convent in the Sinai desert a treasure of thousands of ancient manuscripts of the New Testament. All of them different than the version used
today. They contradict everything regarding the belief in that Jesus is the son of God, God the Father, and the Holy Ghost.

This horde escaped the hands of the inquisition, otherwise they would have burned these manuscripts.

The Popes were able to forge agreements with powerful Emperors that The Church
would support all their corruption by proclaiming that the Emperors had Divine right to rule. The emperors were made very important. They were Christined as the Protectors of God and his Church, They were given Divine rights to govern, The Church is infallible. The emperors are INHALLIBLE. No one has the right to judge them other than
the Church to question whatever - even crimes.

The emperors would provide the firing squad the power of the inquisition against any one who questioned the Churches Divine powers.

The Pope and his hierarchy were not mortals but the vicars of Christ. They not only were the vicars; but they determined
the true “identity” of God Jesus and the Holy Ghost.

They created God in their image.

Any one who questioned their decrees was subject to be burned at the stake.

One of the first to taste the power of the Church were the ALBAGANESE. Their creed was an early version of what
Protestants from the time of Martin Luther believe.
They lived in the South of France. Thy existed in the 12\textsuperscript{th} and 13\textsuperscript{th} centuries after the Common Era.
In the years 1250-1251.
The Pope ordered that all 500,000 men women old people infants be slaughtered.
The horde of murderers did not make a distinction between pious Catholics and the Protestants. They killed everyone. This was the same lot that awaited all other groups of early Protestants. The Jews were very fortunate that they were driven out rather than slaughtered.
ONE QUESTION THAT IS VERY OBVIOUS AND NO ONE SEEMS TO ASK IS THE FOLLOWING:

HOW MANY DECEASED RETURNED AND INFORMED THE LIVING OF THEIR FATE IN THE OTHER WORLD? WHAT THEY EXPERINCED PURGOTORY- HELL -FOR NOT OBEYING AND HEAVEN FOR BELIVING.
This question also undercuts all religions who believe in the after life.

The truth is that no religion has scientific proof.

All religions are based on tradition and faith that the originators of the religion were telling the truth.

Judaism is based on the testimony of the millions of Jews and Non Jews who
WITNESSED REVELATION AT Mount Sinai 3500 years ago. I have written at length in my prior books 129 130 131 132.

THE ROMANS USED TO CRUCIFY CRIMINALS.

THE CHUCH ELEVATED THE CRUELY.

THEY BURNED DISSENTERS.

NO NEED TO COMPETE BY DEBATING WITH LOGICAL ARGUMENTS.
ANY ONE WHO STOOD IN THE WAY OF THE CHURCH WAS BURNED.

OR IF THEY WERE TOO MANY THEY WERE ALL SLAUGHTERED.

IN THIS WAY THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH TOGETHER WITH THE CORRUPT EMPERORS HAVE TO THEIR infamy

THE MURDER OF MILLIONS.
NAY
BILLIONS
ALL WHO PARTICIPATED IN
THE MURDER OF INFIDELS
WERE REWARDED THAT THEY
COULD KEEP ALL
THE PERSONAL
AND REAL PROPERTY
OF THOSE VICTIMS
THEY KILLED.
NOT UNTIL 1525 WITH THE ADVENT OF MARTIN LUTHER WHO HAD THE PROTECTION OF THE GERMAN KINGS WERE THE TENACLES OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH SLASHED.

HOWEVER WHAT ENSUED FOR A PERIOD OF OVER 150 YEARS - A BLOOD BATH OF MILLIONS.
NOT FOR THE GLORY OF JESUS THE SON THE FATHER OR THE HOLY GHOST.

BUT WHICH GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS WOULD HAVE POWER?

THE CATHOLIC HIERARCHY OR THE PROTESTANT HIERARCHY?

BLOOD FLOWED AS A TSUNAMI.

MILLIONS DIED.
EACH GROUP INVOKED THAT THEY WERE DEFENDING THE TRUE FAITH.

HOWEVER TRUE FAITH WAS NOTHING MORE OR LESS THAN WHAT THEY THEMSELVES CREATED GOD IN THEIR OWN IMAGE.

MARTIN LUTHER ALTHOUGH HE CUT THE TENACLES OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH,
DID NOT DISAVOW THE HATRED FOR JEWS.

TOWARD THE END OF HIS LIFE HE PENNED TWO BOOKS FULL OF VENOM AGAINST JEWS AND JUDAISM-

JEWS AND THEIR LIES AND HASHEM HAMEFORUSH.

IN THESE BOOKS HE PROCLAIMS THAT JEWS MUST CONVERT

OTHERWISE
[1] ALL THEIR HOLY BOOKS BE BURNED.

[2] THEIR SYNAGOGUES DESTROYED.

[3] ALL THE JEWS BE EXILED.

[4] ALL JEWS BE KILLED.

Hitler in the 1930s collected 300,000 books of anti-Semitism in a special library in
Berlin, Germany. The most prominent books were those of Martin Luther.

HOWEVER GOD HAD DIFFERENT PLANS FOR THE JEWS.

GOD MADE SURE THAT JEWS NOT BE INVOLVED IN THIS MADNESS.

THE JEWS WERE LONG AGO EXPELLED FROM WESTERN AND EASTERN EUROPE.
THEY WERE SAFE IN THE MUSLIM COUNTRIES.

SO THE CHRISTIANS DID NOT SHED A TEAR OF KILLING EACH OTHER.

THE MOTIVATION WAS NOT RELIGION BUT NAKED POWER AND
HEGEMONY.

HITLER WANTED TO CREATE THE THIRD REICH TO LAST FOR 1000 YEARS BUT FAILED.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH SUCCEEDED BY USING THE IDENTICAL METHODS AS THE NAZIS IN CRUSHING BY BRUTAL FORCE ALL OPPOSITION. They also INAUGERATED 1000 YEARS OF THE DARK AGES. WHEN PEOPLE
ARE IGNORANT THEY CAN NOT QUESTION AND WILL NOT REBEL.

FOR THE CHURCH MORALITY MEANT WHAT WORKS.

IF USING BRUTAL FORCE AND ENFORCED IGNORANCE WORKS IT IS MORAL.

JEWS WHO WERE CLOSE IN TIME TO JESUS ALWAYS WERE A THORN IN THE SIDE OF THE CHURCH.
IF JEWS WHO KNEW JESUS DENIED THAT HE IS GOD THE ENTIRE FOUNDATION OF CHRISTIANITY IS DOOMED.

THERFORE THE CHURCH FOCUSSED ALL THEIR ENERGY TO SHUT THE JEWS UP.

EITHER TO

CONVERT THEM

EXPEL THEM

OR MURDER THEM.
THIS IS THE ROOT OF ANTI-SEMITISM AND THE REASON OF THE HATRED INSTILLED BY CHRISTIANITY THAT RESULTED IN THE MURDER OF 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN BY THE NAZIS WITH THE DIRECT AND OR
INDIRECT SUPPORT OF THE ENTIRE WORLD.
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A TINY GROUP OF HONEST BRAVE CHRISTIANS WHO RISKED THEIR LIVES AND AT TIMES PAID WITH THEIR LIVES TO SAVE JEWS.
It must be pointed out that throughout history many kings and nobles protected Jews. The reasons were many - because Jews proved to be very valuable for their economy. Jews possessed skills intelligence and contacts no other group possessed.

In all these situations the Roman Catholic Church
did every thing in their power to thwart their protection.

In the eighth and ninth Centuries of the Common era the French emperors converted to Catholicism.

Pepin and Charlamaign and other Frankish kings. Nevertheless, they protected their Jewish citizens.
The issue of Jewish protection became the battle ground between the sovereignty of the kings and the power exercised by the Church.

The Roman Catholic Church in France kidnapped Jewish children and raised them Catholic. Or else they forced the parents to bring their children every Christian holiday and every Jewish holiday to a
Catholic Church. They would then supervise that no Jewish rites or ceremonies would take place. That the food was not kosher that chometz bread was served on Passover. That the Sabbath was not observed.

The kings stood up for Jewish rights.

The Common folks were all opposed in giving Jews privileges and equal rights.
They hated the Jews. The Christians were unable to compete with the Jews. However when these benevolent kings died the anti-Semitic decrees swung back as a door with a spring. Springs shut. The greater the Rights for Jews the greater the anti-Semitism. The greater the furor, robbery, rape and murder of Jews once
the protection to Jews weakens.

The same scenario existed in the sixteenth hundreds.

The kings of Poland and Russia extended equal rights to Jews. Jews were able to govern themselves according to the laws of Judaism.

Jews were permitted to establish an autonomous area of four countries under their
own laws -Vaad of four countries.

This was opposed by all the peasants traders and non Jews. When a peasant leader by the name of Chmienetzke rebelled against the kings Chmelnitki and his hordes killed half a million Jews. He raped all women single or married. And looted all their belongings.
The same happened when Jews received equal rights in Europe in the 1800s.

Europeans could not compete against the Jews.

Hitler and the Nazis swung the fresh air of equal rights for Jews into the holocaust.

The only solution is the State of Israel. Jews will never be safe
in any country other than Israel.

That is why the anti-Semites are so vehemently against Israel.

All the HATRED AND LIES that were leveled against Jews are now leveled against THE LAND OF THE JEW.

HOWEVER NOW THE JEW HAS CONVENTIONAL AND NON
CONVENTIONAL ARMS TO
PROTECT JEWS. JEWS POSSESS ATOMIC WEAPONS AND A DELIVERY SYSTEM TO DESTROY ANY ONE ANY COUNTRY TRYING TO ANNIHILATE ISRAEL. GOD HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES.

GOD HAS GIVEN PRESIDENT TRUMP THE BRAINS TO SIDE WITH ISRAEL AGAINST THE WHOLE WORLD.
He recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. He recognized the Golan Heights to be part of Israel.

He withdrew from the disastrous Iranian deal and re-imposed sanctions on Iran.

Those with a non biased eye can perceive the direct intervention of Providence to protect the Jew and the land of the Jew.
Those Europeans who oppose what Trump is doing for Israel are worth less now. They prostitute the truth and will not even be given a
foot note in history.

Trump, on the other hand, is to be hailed as the new Messiah Koresh.

Bible Isaiah 44 end 45:1

GOD HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES.
THE FACT THAT ALL EUROPEANS INCLUDING GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE AND OF COURSE THE EUROPEAN UNION THE ARAB LEAGUE LED BY SAUDIA ARABIA AND TURKEY WHO SIDED WITH THOSE OPPOSED TO SYRIA’S CURRENT RULER IN THE CIVIL WAR FURIOUSLY CONDEMNED THE US RECOGNITION OF GOLAN GEIGHTS AS PART OF
ISRAEL DEMONSTRATES THE HATRED OF ALL THESE COUNTRIES TO THE JEW AND THE JEW’S STATE-ISRAEL.

THEY WERE VERY MUCH AWARE OF SYRIA’S BOMBARDMENT ON THE GALLALIE BY SYRIA WHEN THEY WERE IN POSSESSION OF THE GOLAN HEIGHTS.
THEY ARE SWORN ENEMIES OF THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT IN SYRIA.

BUT THEY HATE WITH A VENGEANCE THE JEW AND HIS STATE. THEY WANT TO ENSURE THAT ISRAEL AS A JEWISH STATE DOES NOT SURVIVE. THEY PURPOSELY USE THE AGREEMENT OF BORDERS OF SYRIA PALESTINE JORDAN SAUDIA ARABIA CONCOCTED IN
1918 -1919 by Great Britain and France when the defeated Turkish empire was sliced up. They created as international law that a conquering nation can not keep territory it conquered even in a defensive war. This was done to ensure that Israel’s days of existance...
ARE NUMBERED, EVEN IF THEY SUCCEED ONCE OR TEN TIMES TO DEFEAT THEIR ENEMIES.
THEIR ENEMIES WILL BE GIVEN ETERNALLY ANOTHER CHANCE TO ELIMINATE ISRAEL AS A JEWISH STATE.

IF TERRITORY ACQUIRED BY FORCE CAN NOT BE KEPT. THEN THE SAME SHOULD APPLY TO THOSE COUNTRIES WHO CONQUERED JUDEA AS THE
BABYLONIANS AND THEN THE GREEKS AND THE ROMANS. THE HOLY LAND SHOULD REVERT TO THE JEWS WHO WERE THERE ORIGINAL INHABITANTS. ISRAEL IS THE HERITAGE OF THE JEWS. THIS IS ATTESTED IN THE BIBLE BOOK OF BERAISHIS GENESIS.

FURTHERMORE ALL THE COUNTRIES IN EUROPE MUST REDRAW THEIR BORDERS ALL
AQUIRED BY CONQUEST.
NONE OF THE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WILL DO THIS.
THEN ISRAEL WILL LIKewise NOT WITHDRAW. ISRAEL MUST ANNEX THE ENTIRE HISTORICAL JUDEA SAMARIA AS IT DID WITH THE GOLAN HEIGHTS.

IF THE ARABS ARE SO SERIOUS ABOUT THE PALESTINIANS GETTING A STATE THEN THEY SHOULD CARVE OUT A
PALESTINIAN STATE IN JORDAN
SAUDIA ARABIA AND SYRIA.
ACCORDING TO THE WAY
GREAT BRITAIN CARVED OUT
THE GOLAN HEIGHTS AS PART
OF SYRIA THEN ANOTHER PART
OF SYRIA SHOULD BE ALLOTED
FOR A PALESTINIAN STATE.
ALL PALESTINIANS SHOULD
MOVE THERE.
ISRAEL SHOULD RECONQER
GAZA ENCOURAGE ALL
PALESTINIANS TO GO TO THE 23 ARAB COUNTRIES OR IF A NEW PALESTINIAN COUNTRY IS CARVED OUT FROM JORDAN SYRIA SADIA ARABIA ALL ARABS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED WITH MONEY AWARDS TO MOVE THERE.

THERE WILL NEVER BE A DAY OF PEACE IF ANY PALESTINIAN REMAINS IN ISRAEL. I IS NOT THE TERRORISTS THAT ARE THE
PROBLEM. IT IS THE FACT THAT PALESTINIANS REMAIN IN ISRAEL THAT IS THE PROBLEM. GET RID OF ALL THE PALESTINIANS AND YOU SOLVE ALL THE PROBLEMS. LO AKBERA GANVA RAK HULYO GANVA. IT IS NOT THE MOUSE THAT IS THE PROBLEM. IT IS THE HOLE IN THE WALL THAT ENABLED THE MOUSE TO GET IN THAT IS THE PROBLEM. SO
TOO IT IS THE FACT THAT WE ALLOW PALESTINIANS TO REMAIN IN ISRAEL THAT IS THE PROBLEM. EVERY PALESTINIAN IS A POTENTIAL TERRORIST.

IF ISRAEL ANNEXES ALL OF HISTORICAL ISRAEL THEN THE ARABS WILL REALIZE THAT THEY HAVE COME TO THE END OF THE ROAD. THEY WILL EITHER ACCEPT THIS FACT AND BEHAVE OR GET KICKED OUT.